Map Check Challenge

Rich Life Academy

What is the end goal?

What does your average work week look like when you reach this dream life?
(describe)

What major physical things does this future you want to have?
(Second home, dream car, boat?)

What adventures, travel or ambitions, does future you do each year?

What does future you prioritize? (circle top 3)
Time freedom | Work on what you love | Employ a small town | Make millions |
Build an empire | Not have a boss | Build something impactful | Add Other:
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Cost Breakdown
What does your dream life cost?
Major
Purchases

Total:

Monthly
Expenses

Total:

Adventure/Play
Money

Total:

Thought Experiment
What type of project will you need to accomplish this?
Job - Side Hustle - Lifestyle - Built to Sell - Asset - Impact - Generational - $100MM Brand

This can be a sliding scale. If you have very little in the way of major expenses, you could easily have a lifestyle
business that covers your cost of living and allows you to have plenty of freedom.
On the other hand, if you hope to buy a sports team and a mansion in the Yellowstone Club, you will probably need to
build something closer to a $100MM brand.
This isn't designed to make you choose a path, but rather for you to see that what your end goal looks like will have an
effect on what you should choose to build. Most people either think too small and only try and solve the problem of
replacing their job or they try to build the biggest thing they can, thinking that more money equals more freedom.
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What are your most
valuable Skills?

What skill(s) does your
future self have?

1
2

1
2

What specific knowledge
do you have?

What specific knowledge does
your future self have?

1
2

1
2

CHOOSE 1-3 FOR EACH SECTION

IKIGAI

YOUR SKILLS

SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE

PASSION

MISSION
IKIAGI

PROFESSION

VOCATION

ECONOMIC VALUE

Leverage:

Labor | Capital | Media | Code

WHAT THE
WORLD NEEDS
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The Path

Re-evaluate monthly

10 year Target
Where will you be in 10 years? (Summary of end goal)

5 year Checkpoint
Where do you need to be in 5 years for your 10 year target to be true?

1 year Check point
Where do you need to be in 1 year for your 5 year target to be true?

90 Day Projects
Where do you need to be in 90 days for your 1 year target to be true?

2 Week Tasks
Give your self two week blocks to chip away your 90 day projects lists

